Content-based copy detection (CBCD) is widely used in copyright control for protecting unauthorized use of digital video and its key issue is to extract robust fingerprint against different attacked versions of the same video. In this paper, the "natural parts" (coarse scales) of the Shearlet coefficients are used to generate robust video fingerprints for content-based video copy detection applications. The proposed Shearlet-based video fingerprint (SBVF) is constructed by the Shearlet coefficients in Scale 1 (lowest coarse scale) for revealing the spatial features and Scale 2 (second lowest coarse scale) for revealing the directional features. To achieve spatiotemporal natural, the proposed SBVF is applied to Temporal Informative Representative Image (TIRI) of the video sequences for final fingerprints generation. A TIRI-SBVF based CBCD system is constructed with use of Invert Index File (IIF) hash searching approach for performance evaluation and comparison using TRECVID 2010 dataset. Common attacks are imposed in the queries such as luminance attacks (luminance change, salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, text insertion); geometry attacks (letter box and rotation); and temporal attacks (dropping frame, time shifting). The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed TIRI-SBVF fingerprinting algorithm is robust on CBCD applications on most of the attacks. It can achieve an average F1 score of about 0.99, less than 0.01% of false positive rate (FPR) and 97% accuracy of localization.
Introduction
Tens of thousands of videos are being uploaded to the Internet and shared everyday with about 300 hours upload per minute [1] . However, a considerable number of these videos are illegal copies or manipulated versions of existing media. This widespread video copyright infringement makes the video copyright management on the Internet a complicated process, at the same time, calls for the development of fast and accurate copy-detection algorithms. Since video is the most complex type of digital media, it has so far received the least attention regarding copyright management. The task of video copy detection determines if a given video (query) has a duplicate in a set of videos. Query videos may be distorted in various ways, such as change of brightness, text insertion, compression, and cropping. If the system finds a matching video segment, it returns the name of the database video and the time stamp at which the query is copied.
Growing broadcasting of digital video content on different media brings the search of copies in large video databases to a new critical issue. Digital videos can be found on TV Channels, Web-TV, video blogs and the public video web servers. The massive capacity of these sources makes the tracing of video content into a very hard problem for video professionals. At the same time, controlling the copyright of the huge number of videos uploaded everyday is a critical challenge for the owner of the popular video web servers. Because videos are available in different formats, it is more efficient to base the copy detection process on the content of the video rather than its name, description, or binary representation. Video fingerprinting [2] - [4] (also known as robust hashing) has been recently proposed for this purpose. A fingerprint is a content-based signature derived from a video (or other form of a multimedia asset) so that it specifically represents the video or asset. To find a copy of a query video in a video database, one can search for a close match of its fingerprint in the corresponding fingerprint database (extracted from the videos in the database). Closeness of two fingerprints represents a similarity between the corresponding videos but two perceptually different videos should have different fingerprints.
Most of the conventional video fingerprint extraction algorithms can be classified into four categories based on the features they extracted, which are 1) Color-space-based, 2) Temporal, 3) Spatial, and 4) Spatiotemporal. For the first category, color-space based fingerprints mostly derived from the histograms of the colors in specific regions in time and/or space within the video, and the RGB image is usually converted into YUV and LAB color-space [2] . However, color features also exists several inherent drawbacks. For example, these features are sensitive to different video formats, and these features also cannot be used for grayscale images. In consideration of these drawbacks, most of the practical video fingerprinting algorithms are based on grayscale images.
For the second category, temporal fingerprints are extracted from the characteristics of a video sequence over time. For example, Chen, L. et al. [5] have proposed a video sequence matching method based on temporal ordinal measurements. This method divided each frame into a grid and corresponding grids along a time series are sorted in an ordinal ranking sequence, which gives a global and local description of temporal variation. Temporal features usually work well with long video sequences, but do not perform well for short video clips since they do not contain sufficient discriminant temporal information. Because short video clips occupy a large share of online video databases, temporal fingerprints alone do not suit online applications.
For the third category, spatial fingerprints are usually derived from each frame or from a key frame. They are widely used for both video and image fingerprinting, and there are a lot of researches in this category. For example, Li, T. et al. [6] adopted ordinal intensity signature (OIS) as the frame feature descriptor, which divided each frame into a grid and sorted it into an ordinal intensity signature. Radhakrishnan, R. et al. [7] have proposed a video signature extraction method based on projections of difference images between consecutive video frames. In this method, the difference images are projected onto random basis vectors to create a low dimensional bit-stream representation of the active content (moving regions) between two video frames. In addition, De Roover, C. et al. in [8] also proposed a robust video hashing which is based on radial projections of key frames.
For the fourth category, spatiotemporal fingerprints consider both spatial and temporal information when designing the algorithms. In [9] , Kim, C. et al. have proposed a video fingerprint method, which is based on spatiotemporal transform. In this method, a segment of video is considered as a 3-D matrix of luminance values. After the preprocessing phase, a 3D-DCT is applied to videos to extract spatiotemporal features. However, the computational and memory requirements of applying the 3-D transform to a video are very high especially for real-time applications. To tackle this problem, Esmaeili, M.M. et al. proposed to use temporally informative representative images (TIRIs) [10] [11] of short video segments for fingerprints generation such that spatial and temporal information can be represented in the generated TIRI-based fingerprints. They also developed a TIRI-2D-DCT based fingerprinting system that has been demonstrated to be outperformed the 3D-DCT based finger-printing system. However, these fingerprinting algorithms are all based on the traditional DCT and this paper attempt to use advance Shearlet transform for video fingerprint generation.
In addition, a general-purpose no-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) method is recently proposed in [12] [13] based on the statistical characterization in the Shearlet domain [14] - [19] , which is named as SHANIA (SHeArlet based No-reference Image quality Assessment). It is a combination of natural scene statistics (NSS) based and training-based approaches, and can estimate a wide range of image distortions. The main idea of SHANIA is based on the finding that if a natural image is distorted by some common distortions, the linear relationship in coarser scales will retain, but it will be disturbed in fine scales, especially in higher fine scales. Thus, these variations of statistical property in fine scales can be easily detected by Shearlets and applied to describe image quality distortion. Motivated by the NSS model, the sum of Subband Coefficient Amplitudes (SSCA) of coarse scales is viewed as the "natural parts" of a distorted image and the SSCA of fine scales is referred as "distorted parts".
In this paper, we attempt to use the "natural parts" (coarse scales) of the Shearlet coefficients to design a robust transformation-invariant video fingerprint for content-based video copy detection applications. The proposed Shearlet-based video fingerprint (SBVF) is constructed by the Shearlet coefficients in Scale 1 (lowest coarse scale) for revealing the spatial features and Scale 2 (second lowest coarse scale) for revealing the directional features. To achieve spatiotemporal video fingerprint nature, the SBVF is used with TIRIs to build a TIRI-SBVF copy detection system for performance evaluation. With the statistical normalized hamming distance (NHD) and detection and localization performance evaluations using TRECVID 2010 dataset, it is shown that the proposed SBVP is a robust video fingerprint with strong ability of discrimination against different content.
The rest paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic principles of Shearlet transformation are first introduced and then the new SBVF algorithm will be presented. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a TIRI-SBVF based CBCD system is presented in Section 3. Experimental results are reported in Section 4 and we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Shearlet Based Video Fingerprint (SBVF)

Shearlet Transform
The major finding in [12] [13] is that if a natural image is distorted by some common distortions, the linear relationship in coarse scales will be retained, but it will be disturbed in fine scales, especially in higher fine scales. Basically, Shearlet transform [12] - [19] is a multi-scale and multi-dimensional wavelet transform. It is capable of addressing anisotropic and directional information at different scales. Take 2-dimensional case as an example, the affine system with composite dilations is defined as: 
where A a is the anisotropic dilation matrix and B s is the shear matrix. The framework of Shearlet transform is anisotropic and the analyzing functions are defined at different scales, locations and orientations, Thus, Shearlet is more efficient to detect directional information compared with the conventional wavelet transform. From the point of view of optimal approximation, if the signal f (such as an image in the space of 2 C ) can be reconstructed by partial sums on N largest coefficients and ˆN f is the approximation of f. The approximation characteristic of Shearlet transform, which can achieve ( )
, is better than the wavelet transform
In this paper, we propose to use the coarse scales of the Shearlet coefficients to design a robust fingerprint for content-based video copy detection applications. The proposed SBVF is defined with use of a 4-scale Shearlet transform with 6 directions and this multi-scale Shearlet decomposition is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this figure, the scale levels are denoted as S1 to S4 and directional filtered coefficients are denoted as D1 to D6.
Basically, Shearlet transform can be considered as a decomposition tool with both scales and directional information into account. Firstly, a two-channel non-subsampled decomposition [20] [21] (called as "a trous") is applied on the input image to recursively decompose the input image into a low-pass image and a high-pass image. This decomposition can be easily achieved with perfect reconstruction condition of H 0 (z)G 0 (z) + H 1 (z)G 1 (z) = 1, where H 0 (z) and H 1 (z) are low pass and high pass filter transfer functions, respectively. It is because the non-subsampled filter bank is shift-invariant. Secondly, in each scale of decomposition, the high-passed image is transformed to frequency domain by 2-dimensional Fourier Transform using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and then a Cartesian grid with 6 directions is applied on this frequency domain for generating 6 directional subbands using inverse FFT. However, the low-passed image is further filtered to generate the next scale image of the decomposition. Finally, the multi-scales (S1 to S4) and multi-directions (D1 to D6) information of input image is revealed by Shearlet coefficients. Figure 2 illustrates a 4-scale Shearlet based on "a trous" decomposition for the well-known Lenna test image, in which S4 image is the high passed image in the first decomposition process while S1 image is the low-passed image in the last decomposition. Basically, the scales of S1 to S4 represent different frequency bands with lower scales for coarse information (low frequency) and higher scales for more detail information (high frequency). In addition, Figure 3 shows the final Shearlet coefficients in multi-scale and multi-directions representations, in which, the directional information of D1 to D6 are representing the information of singularity points in high frequency images. These singularity points are detected by Shearlet transform in higher frequencies. Therefore the coarse image (S1) is non-directional decomposition. This Shearlet representation consists of more directional information than the conventional transforms such as DCT with representation only on some specific frequency bands. This is one of the motivations that we attempt to use the directional information captured by Shearlet to generate robust video fingerprints.
Robustness of the Shearlet Coefficients for Fingerprinting
For robust fingerprint construction, the robustness between the attacked versions of video segments, and discrimination between the perceptual different videos are the key issues. The low frequency information of signal has turned to be robust against many distortions like noise corruption. Therefore, the Shearlet coefficients in coarse scales are much preferable as they are robust against different type of distortions and transformations while maintaining high discrimination for perceptual different images. Moreover, the high ordered features are revealed by multi-directional decompositions of Shearlet. To demonstrate the property of coefficients of higher scales in Shearlet domain, the normalized sum of subband coefficient amplitudes (SSCA) [12] [13] is adopted for evaluation, which is defined as: To demonstrate the statistical property of SSCA, a dataset with 366 video frames or images is generated with random selection from the TRECVID 2010 [22] [23] and INRIA Copy Days [24] datasets. Five common types of distortion in video copy detection attacks are applied on these images and they are luminance changing (LC), JPEG, JPEG200 (JP2), Salt and Pepper Noise (PN), Gaussian Noise (GN). Figure 4 shows the SSCA property of Shearlet coefficients from S2 to S4 for these five types of distortion and Tables 1-3 illustrate the numerical SSCA in S2 to S4 with 6 directions. In Figure 4 , the Shearlet transform is 4-scales with 6-directions (subbands) and the horizontal axis represents the number of directions (subbands) in different scales (separated by the dashed line). As shown in this figure, the SSCA in S3 to S4 are seriously affected by distortions, while the S2 is very robust with SSCA are nearly the same on all types of distortion. Thus, it is possible to construct relatively robust fingerprint with directional information from S2.
Shearlet Based Fingerprint (SBVF) Construction
With the good robustness property of Shearlet S1 for non-directional spatial information and S2 for directional information, we proposed to use S1 and S2 with D1 to D6 images to generate robust video fingerprints. The input image of this fingerprinting algorithm is a pre-processed grayscale image with rescaling to the size of
. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the proposed SBVF generation process. The S1 image is further down-sampled to an 1 1 M M × image for generating an S1-Hash, while the six D1 to D6 images (marked as S2-D1 to S2-D6) are down-sampled to six 2 2 M M × images for generating six directional hashes (D1-Hash to D6-Hash). These hashes are generated by 1-bit differential coding using horizontal snake scanning. It is because it can efficiently signify the variation of the down-sampled Shearlet images. The differential coding rule is very simple, bit "1" is assigned if the current pixel value is greater than or equal to the previous pixel value, otherwise bit "0" is assigned. Thus, the bit length of S1-Hash is an ( 1 1 1 M M × − ) bits and the lengths of the L items, where L is the length of the hash. If the length of the hash is too short, the False Positive Rate (FPR) will be high. In order to select appropriate parameters for the proposed SBVF, we performed experiments on FPR with different hash lengths for S1-Hash and D1-Hash to D6-Hash as shown in Figure 5 . In a parameter selection experiment, we found that the hash length of S1 should be longer than 31 bit for achieving relatively low FPR, while the minimum hash length for directional S2 images is 7 bit. Based on this finding, M = 128 as the input image block size, M 1 = 7 as the S1 down-sampled block size and M 2 = 3 as the down-sampled directional S2 image block size are chosen for generating the proposed SBVF. Thus, the S1-hash is 48 bits and the six directional hashes are 8 bits long, with total bit length of 96 bits.
TIRI-SBVF Based Content-Based Copy Detection System
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SBVF, a CBCD system using TIRI [10] [11] based video fingerprints is constructed with a generic structure as shown in Figure 6 . The system is composed of two processes for fingerprint database generation and query video searching. Basically, the fingerprint database of the system is created off-line from the reference videos, while the query video's fingerprint is extracted on-line and used to search for the closest fingerprint in the database. In addition, the well-known Invert Index File (IIF) [25] - [28] based Hash searching strategy is adopted in this system to identify the best-matched video.
In practice, the input videos are usually in different frame sizes and frame rate. Before fingerprint generation, therefore, the input video has to be pre-processed such that copies of the same video with different frame sizes and frame rates are converted to a pre-defined format. The pre-processing steps of the experimental CBCD system are shown in Figure 7 , in which each video frame is first converted to grayscale frame and then filtered by Gaussian smoothing filter in both time and space domains for prevent aliasing. After that the input video is down-sampled to a predefined frame size of W H × pixels and frame rate (FR). Based on the experimental settings in [10] [11] and Shearlet transform property, we selected W = 128, H = 128, and FR = 4 frames per second for the proposed TIRI-SBVF based CBCD system.
In addition, TIRI is also adopted in the pre-processing for achieving spatiotemporal nature of the finally generated fingerprints. Therefore, the pre-processed video frames are also divided into segments with J frames per segment. The TIRI are generated by calculating a weighted average of these J frames. Basically, the TIRI is a 
where p (x,y,i) is the luminance value of (x, y) th pixel of i-th frame in a set of J frames. The i ω is the weight factor that could be constant, linear, or exponential. Experimental results have shown that the exponential weights has good ability in capturing the motion information of videos. Therefore, the exponential weights , 0.65
are adopted in the experimental CBCD system. After preprocessing, the video fingerprints are extracted by applying the proposed SBVF to TIRIs during the query video searching process and fingerprint database generation.
The main challenge of CBCD system is to determine if a query video is a pirated version of a video in the database. However, the pirated videos are always not exactly same as the original video in the database. Then, fingerprints of two different copies of the same video content are similar but not necessarily identical. Thus, it is preferable to use searching methods that are looking for a close match of the query instead of an exact match. This problem is a nearest neighbor problem in the binary space [29] , which can be simply handled by an exhaustive search but the computational requirement is extremely high. For a practical CBCD system, the size of the video database is huge with tens of millions of videos; fast approximate search algorithms are commonly used. In addition, the inverted index file (IIF) [25] - [28] has been proved as an efficient and fast searching strategy, especially using Hash data structure. The main idea of IIF is using the consumption of space to get the efficiency of time. Thus, the IIF searching strategy is adopted to build the TIRI-SBVF system and the IIF-based SBVF database structure is illustrated in Figure 8 .
As shown in Figure 8 , the reference database has been pre-organized using a look up table (LUT) [28] based on hash table, in which an exact partial fingerprint is a hash key (such as 0X0000). While the matched reference video ID and the position of this exact partial fingerprint is a hash value of <IDi, position>. The hash key (an exact partial fingerprint) is pointed to the reference video and the position of this fingerprint. Moreover, the hash value is stored in a linked list since this fingerprint may occur at multiple positions in different videos. 
Experimental Results
Statistical Evaluation of the Proposed Shearlet Based Video Fingerprint (SBVF)
In general, a good video fingerprint should be robust for perceptual similar video segments under different types of distortions but discriminative for the different videos. The normalized Hamming distance (NHD) is a well-known metric to measure the similarity between different fingerprints, which is equal to the different bit counts between two fingerprints with normalization of length. Thus, NHD is adopted to evaluate the robustness of the proposed SBVF on individual image or video frame from TRECVID 2010 [22] [23] and INRIA Copy Day [24] datasets. The evaluation dataset is created by randomly select 3 frames from 122 videos with total of 366 frames from TRECVID 2010 datasets and 143 images from INRIA Copy Day dataset.
To test the robustness, common types of distortion are applied to these selected frames such as geometrical distortions of letter box and rotation. For luminance distortions, luminance change, salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, text insertion, and JPEG compression are used. The details of these types of distortion are listed in Table 4 . To achieve a comprehensive evaluation, some distortions are combined to create more challenging attacks. The combined-1 distortion emphases on luminance attacks, which combine the distortions of luminance change, salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, JPEG compression and text insertion. While the combined-2 distortion emphases on geometrical attacks, which combine the distortions of letter box and rotation. Figure 9 shows an example of a video frame with these two types of combined distortions. With these 9 types of distortion, there are total 509 original images and 4581 distorted images as testing images.
For comparison, the well-known 2D-DCT [11] and 2D-DCT-2AC [10] fingerprinting algorithms are used in the experiments. The 2D-DCT [11] fingerprint is widely used as a perceptual hash for image searching, which is based on applying 2-dimensional DCT transform to down-sampled grayscale image and then the 8 8 × low frequency DCT coefficients with median value as threshold are used to generate 64 bits fingerprint. To tackle the problem of the various dynamic ranges in different DCT coefficients, only two lowest frequency AC DCT coefficients (first horizontal and vertical AC coefficients) with similar dynamic ranges are used in [10] to achieve more robust fingerprint. In which overlapping 32 32 × blocks with 50% overlapping are used to generate 96-bit 2D-DCT-2AC fingerprints. In addition, the OIS [6] is a traditional video fingerprint for CBCD applications, which is derived by dividing each frame into a grid and sorted it into an ordinal intensity signature. As these three fingerprinting algorithms are widely used in the implementation of CBCD system, they are used to 
In this experiment, 300 images are used for evaluation, which are selected from Copy Days dataset [24] . The similarity between each frame and its distorted version is calculated with use of NHD. In order to illustrate the statistical distribution of similarity of the testing frames in the dataset, the TPR and FPR are calculated to demonstrate the performance. As shown in Table 5 , two threshold values of NHD are used to define the matching, which means that images are considered perceptual similar if the NHD is smaller than the NHD threshold (thr1 = 0.1 and thr 2 = 0.2). These two threshold values of 0.1 and 0.2 are commonly used in the multimedia copy detection system [4] [11] [12] .
As shown in Table 5 with threshold = 0.1, the proposed SBVF is robust against most of luminance distortions, such as luminance change, salt and pepper noise and Gaussian noise. However, all four evaluated algorithms cannot perform well for letter box and rotation types of distortion using 0.1 threshold. The main reason is that the threshold of 0.1 is too strict for similarity comparison using NHD. For a practical system, the threshold of 0.2 can achieve higher TPR performance as shown in Table 6 . It is because all the four algorithms are improved especially on geometric types of distortion. Moreover the proposed SBVF is outstanding in terms of TPR performance on most types of distortion such as luminance change, salt and pepper noise, JPEG, combined-1, letter box, rotation, and combined-2. On the other hand, the FPR performance (discrimination) is also a key property of fingerprinting algorithm, a good fingerprint should also make sure of the low FPR characteristics. From the FPR results as shown in Table 5 and Table 6 , most of the testing algorithms including the proposed SBVF can achieve low FPR with good discrimination property. These experimental results demonstrate that the proposed SBVF can achieve high robustness with better performance than the three compared fingerprint algorithms.
TIRI Based CBCD Systems Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed TIRI-SBVF video copy detection algorithm as described in section 3 is evaluated using the TRECVID 2010 dataset [22] [23] . For performance comparison, we also implemented the three well-known video fingerprints as used in section 4.1 for the TIRI based system evaluation. These systems are named as TIRI-2D-DCT [11] , TIRI-2D-DCT-2AC [10] and TIRI-OSI [6] . Moreover, the commonly used preprocessing procedure as shown in Figure 7 is adopted in these systems implementation, which includes generalizing down-sampled grayscale input video and TIRIs generation. In order to have a fair evaluation, the parameters selection is according to systems in [10] [11] . In which 128 128 × down-sampled fame size and frame rate (FR) of 4 frames per second are used to generate the pre-processed input video, and 0.65 β = and 4 J = are used to generate the TIRIs. In this experiment, we selected 122 videos from TRECVID 2010 dataset as reference videos, which are used to generate query with copy issue. And then, another 122 videos as non-reference are used to form the query with no copy issue. In the evaluation, the queries are randomly extracted from each reference and non-reference video sets with 15 seconds length. In addition, eight types of attacks are imposed to these queries to generate a query pool with 1952, in which 976 copied queries and 976 no copied queries. The eight types of distortion are geometrical attacks including letter box and rotation, luminance attacks including luminance change, salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, text insertion, and temporal attacks including dropping frames, time shifting. Be-fore searching database, the fingerprint reference database has pre-generated using the same fingerprint algorithm. The threshold value of 0.2 is used for NHD based similarity matching, which is commonly used in most of the CBCD system implementation.
For a robust CBCD system, it should be achieve the balance between precision (discrimination) and recall (robustness). To evaluate the performance of the proposed TIRI-SBVF, TIRI-2D-DCT [11] , TIRI-2D-DCT-2AC [10] and TIRI-OIS [6] , we adopt the F-score ( F λ ) as a combined metric. The F λ is defined as:
where λ is a weight of combination between precision and recall. In this paper, the balanced F-score ( 1 λ = ) is used as F λ score can capture the precision and recall property more generally.
Detection and localization of the copied video segment are two main tasks of CBCD system. The purpose of detection is to detect any copied segments in the reference video, while the purpose of localization is to locate the copied segment in the matched video. The performance of detection is shown in Table 7 , which shows that the proposed TIRI-SBVF can achieve outstanding average F1 performance of about 0.99 in luminance and temporal types of attacks. Moreover, the propose TIRI-SBVF is always better than compared methods. The proposed TIRI-SBVF can achieve specially a good performance in the geometry distortions such as letter box. Additionally, the FPR of proposed SBVF is much lower than 0.01%. It is worth to mention that the rotate and letter box attack is the common challenge to all compared video fingerprints, in the practical CBCD system, some preprocessing method like the algorithm of letter box removing which can be used to overcome this challenge. However, the proposed SBVF has best performance in these two challenging distortions especially in letter box distortion with 0.95 of F1-Score.
The accuracy of localization of copied video segment is usually correlated with the performance of detection, and it is defined as how many queries are correctly localized in the queries, which are detected with copy issue. The accuracy of localization is shown in Table 8 . It is turned out that the task of localization could be well handled by most of algorithms, the proposed TIRI-SBVF also has very good property of localization shown as Table 8, it can achieve the average accuracy of about 97%.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel Shearlet based video fingerprint (SBVF) with use of Temporal Informative Reprehensive Images as a global spatiotemporal video fingerprint is proposed for content-based video copy detection applications. The SBVF design is motivated by the multi-scale and multi-directional decomposition characteristics of Shearlet transform. With high robustness on different types of distortion for S1 and S2 with six directional subbands of 4-Scale Shearlet transform, the SBVF is constructed by 1-bit differential coding on down-sampled images of these Shearlet images. In statistical evaluation based on normalized hamming distance, the proposed SBVF can achieve relatively high robustness as compared three well-known fingerprinting algorithms of 2D-DCT, 2D-DCT-2AC and OIS. In addition, TIRI-SBVF based CBCD system is constructed to evaluate the video detection and localization performance with comparison with TIRI-2D-DCT, TIRI-2D-DCT-2AC and TIRI-OSI based copy detection systems. With use of the well-known TRECVID 2010 dataset, experimental results show that proposed TIRI-SBVF is a robust video fingerprint with strong ability of discrimination and robustness for variety of video copy attack. The proposed TIRI-SBVF can achieve average F1 performance of about 0.99, and very low false positive rate (FPR) of less than 0.01%, and the average localization accuracy of about 97%.
